
THE NEOLITHIC
3,500 years BC

THE ICE AGE
35,000 years BC

Pre-hysterical fun, facts and stories about the prehistoric Don Gorge!

Prehistory's HUGE! It's everything before writing.
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IT'S THE ICE AGE
35,000 BC

Love it!
Summer's
coming, and

we're following
the horses north to

the Don Gorge. Great
hunting and new
clothes for the

winter...

That's where
wise Seta lies...

I miss her

They visit a
grave on the way

...and finally arrive at their
summer camp, above the river Don Mammoth come!

Mammoth come!
Mammoth come!Tonight we eat the last of our dried,

salted meat, because we trust this
place to provide new food

Then we dance
to ensure a
good hunt

Mammoth
WILL
COME!

At last the hunting party set off

Can yer see
what it is yet?

Good hunting!

Eana bring the
fire kit and
keep it safe

Quick, get this mammoth
dung all over you



END

Now the hunt is on! Eana uses her fire kit to light a torch

But the herd smell smoke and panic...

I don't see why I've
got to be covered in
this stuff!!

It's so they can't
tell we're here

May the Gods
bless us...
NOT YET!

OOPS!

No time to lose! Light your torches
and drive that lame one over the
edge of the gorge. NOW MOVE!

Yikes! Hyenas are eating
our mammoth. Light a big
fire to keep them away

The butchering is complete.
Let's get home for a feast!

The worst bit
was being

covered in poo!22



DAFT MAKEOVER IDEAS FROM ICE AGE TIMES
Loony Llewelithic, the famous time-

travelling makeover genius is in the
Ice Age trying to glam up

our hunter-gatherer ancestors!

END

Llewelithic Bowengruf changes caves
Llewelithic Bowengruf changes caves
Llewelithic Bowengruf changes cavesMmm! Is that

the smell of
mammoth
burning on
the cooker?

What's a
cooker?

So...you
actually live in

this cave?
How positively
Prehistoric!

Let's try for
modern age rather

than ice age!

AAAGH!

Oops!
Maybe not!

Too
bouncy

Fire's
lit

really
well

Too
soft

Hmm let's
try again

A nice warm
mammoth hide tent.

PERFECTO

Stay for tea Bowengruff,
we're having huge greasy
mammoth steaks tonight!

Great!

Er...must dash
...got to catch
a whoolly rhino

33





WHAT'S WRONG?WHAT'S WRONG? This Ice Age hunting scene
is full of mistakes.

How many can you spot?

This Ice Age hunting scene
is full of mistakes.

How many can you spot?

55

Remember, this
is the Don Gorge
over 35,000 years
ago (older than
your grandad!)



It's that grey
wolf again

Neolithic times, 3,500
years ago. Jay and his
family live in long houses
near the Don Gorge. They
grow small-grained emmer
wheat and vegetables.
They herd cattle, sheep
and goats. Jay's people
honour their dead
ancestors with big tombs
called long barrows.

Jay must soon make a
special journey with his
ancestors' help.

But right now he's busy
with something else...

Around the campfire that
night, the elders give Jay

his mission

Jay,bring in the sheep
and cows. It's not safe.

Ok grandmother

You'll be
safe tonight

So Jay - you
are old enough
to make your
first flint
arrow, and
begin to

become a man

Tomorrow you go out alone to
find the right flint. Don't worry
lad, your grandmother will teach

you what to look for

Next day... Jay sets off

Find this kind of pebble by
the river's edge. It must

have no cracks in it.

All right
Gran

Learn from me and
you'll be able to
make one like this

with practice

Next
stop,
the

river.
66

One
day...
just
one

chance
...I'm
going
to get
that
wolf!



Jay has one important stop...
to ask his dead ancestors for their blessing

OK, I go to the
tomb, leave the
offering, ask for

their help...

...and
I'm NOT

SCARED!!! I
CAN do this!

Right then.
Next stop,
Don Gorge

Nothing.
Just sand,
mud and
pebbles

He leaves a
gift of pork
in the tomb

Back at the farm
with his grandmother,
Jay knaps his very
own arrowhead

That night...

I need
to get down

there to find the
right flint

OK ancestors,
help me to
search well

Hello.
What's
this?

FOUND
SOME!

Soon
I'll be
hunting
deer like

you

Press against the flint
here, and watch out

for splinters!

He glues
and ties the
arrowhead

then comes
the fletching
of feathers

Nice work Jay. Your
first hunting arrow.
Tomorrow you hunt

with us!

What's
that
noise?
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Tomorrow we offer your
arrow to the gods.

And then we'll FEAST!
Great work
Jay - Wolf

killer!

Flint axehead
Axe

Sinew binding

Flint
knife

Flint
arrowhead

Bone needle
and sinew
thread

Antler
hammer

Wooden
handle

Steel
headed
axe

Folding
penknife

Claw
hammer

Glass fibre arrow
and alloy head

Steel needle
and nylon
thread

END

88
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Your first strike
breaks the flint
perfectly. Go on to
square 26.

You’ve got your flint!
Race all the way
home to square 21.

Oh no! Bean has
gone missing. Go
back to square 18
to look for her.

It’s getting dark. You
can hear howling
wolves. Howl back at
them, like a wolf.

Your baby brother
wants to help. Miss
one go while you find
somewhere quieter
to work.

Uh oh. You sleep in.
Miss one turn to
snore …

loudly!

You wake up early,
keen to get on with
your mission. Have
another go.

Mum gives you a
great packed lunch –
roast sheep and
barley bread with
herbs. Move on 3
squares.

Your dog Bean
comes with you for
company. You feel so
good you both run all
the way to
square 11.

Oh no! You dropped
your lunch and
you’re starving. Go
back to square 6
to look for it.

Flat easy grasslands.
You run swiftly all
the way to number
14.

Hide up a tree for 1
turn. Stand up and
pretend to climb a
tree.

The light is coming
and you can smell
fresh water. You’re
nearly at Don Gorge.
Have another go.

Swimming in the
river’s so lush, you
forget to look for
the flint. Stand up
and do a quick
hunting dance
to dry off.

The deer are running
around like idiots
today. It’s too
difficult to hit one.
Stand up and pretend
to shoot
your arrow.

A beautiful
arrowhead! Throw
a 3 now to finish the
game and be a rock
star! If you’re
unlucky, try
again next go.

Stand up and pretend
to be knapping your
flint arrowhead.

FINISH

Play this game with 2 or more players. You’ll
need a counter each and a dice.

Why not draw your own counters to look like
ancient tools or be a character from the comic?

Throw the exact number to get to square 30 and
become a Rock Star!

ST
AR

T

In this game you follow
Jay’s journey to make an
arrowhead and kill your

first deer.

In this game you follow
Jay’s journey to make an
arrowhead and kill your

first deer.




